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Time-consuming as one needs to remove & 
reinstall electronics/ wiring like Power windows, 
Central locking, etc. to repair the panel dents on 
doors & other car body parts which will result in 
lower productivity & Operator fatigue.

Requires Highly skilled manpower and often ends up 
with uneven finish in panel repair. Hence uses more 
Putty for covering up the uneven gaps which will result 
in Increased putty usage, low quality of repair, higher 
painting cost & low-profit margins.

Often ends up replacing the panels thus low profit 
to a body shop and also dissatisfied customers 
due to higher repair cost & longer delivery time 
since of parts availability.

No Matter what kind of dent, let it be minor/ 
medium/ major, you are always ready with the 
right tools to repair the dents more efficiently also 
with precision. Ensures higher profit, higher 
productivity, happy customers, and even happy 
insurance companies, since of reduced claim 
amounts.

Faster, Precise & Efficient always results in higher productivity and profitability.

TRADITIONAL PROCESS

Repair dents from the outer surface.No need to 
touch car electronics or power windows. Chip out 
the paint, weld washers, and start pulling. The 
system helps body shop mechanic to repair the 
dents 10 times faster.

USING DENT LINER+

FASTER PRECISE EFFICIENT

The system helps the operator to repair all kinds of 
dents with special tools more precisely even with low 
operator skills. High precision ensures maximum 
surface finish hence minimum usage of Putty thus  
lower painting cost with higher profit margins.



ADVANTAGES 

FEATURES 

Heavy duty spot welder with hammer

Automatic TAB shooter

Wavy wire welding

Triangle / TAB / star washer welding

Carbon shrinking

Contact shrinking

Flexible pulling barsFlexible pulling bars

Aluminum hammers set

Hammer and dolly sets

Heavy duty cycle for continuos use

Saves man hours drastically

Different lever bars for special application

Separate trolley spotter for mobility

Increases body shop productivity & profitability

AFTER

REPAIR

BEFORE



SPECIAL FEATURES
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TAB SHOOTER: AUTOMATIC RELOAD PANEL BEATING  SPECIAL TOOLS

FLEXIBLE PULLING BARS – EASE OF USE

Tool less,Screw 
free assembly& disassembly

Hook & support leg movable

Automatic fixed
No slip

Tool less
Non-screw
adjustment

80o

Small angle  Big angle (Optional)

Multi-angle adjustment
Ball stud designed.Strong adaptability

Multi-length middle bar changeable

Standard Double pad

300-1500mm Customizable


